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　　The hit drama "Chu Qiao Chuan" is mainly starred by Lin Xin, Zhao Liying and others. It has been

deeply loved by everyone since its launch, and the ratings have been rising. This has already been

broadcast more than half, and it will come to an end in the broadcast. Then the question came, some

netizens asked, "Chu Qiao Chuan" has a second part, "Chu Qiao Chuan 2" when is the release? Is it true

that Zhao Liying has been replaced?
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　　 "Chu Qiao Chuan 2" Zhao Liying why was replaced

　　The TV series is on the air, and the wonderful drama in the TV series has attracted many fans. Many

fans said that they were infected by Zhao Liying in the drama. However, recently Chu Chuan Chuan 2 was

about to start shooting, and netizens said that they were very happy. However, according to reliable

news, the second heroine of Chu Qiao was not Zhao Liying. Many netizens said that they could not

accept it. Recently, Zhao Liying's work team also responded to this news. So, in the end, Chu Qiaochuan 2

is going to start shooting this thing is true or false, Zhao Liying is not taking pictures, let's take a look at

it.

　　In fact, when it comes to this year's hot TV series, it has to be said that Sansheng III has a peach

blossom, because this TV series is not only a plot or an actor's lineup is very good. Among them, Yang

Mi’s wonderful performances are also received by many people. And it is such a good TV series has also

been adapted into a movie and will soon meet with you. Although Chu Chuo’s biography has not yet

been released, the momentum of Chu Qiao’s biography will break the ratings of this drama. Many

netizens said that Zhao Liying is worthy of watching the Queen and getting ratings in minutes.
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　　In fact, in the TV drama Chu Qiao, although Chu Qiao is a female slave. However, many people are

still amazed by the eyes of Zhao Liying, who is in a state of perseverance in the TV series. Recently, the

more horrible Yankee actor Dou Yu is also very good at interpretation. In recent episodes, the shrill voice

is also very impressive. The Zhao Liying team also recently published Weibo, which wrote in Weibo:

"Yesterday's serious face has made you today, and you have no Chu Qiao later." It seems that the chance

of the second Zhao Liying is not big.

　　

Zhao Liying can be described as one person picking up the "Chu Qiao Chuan"

ratings

　　Zhao Liying said in an interview that she originally planned to shoot the whole department, but the

director only took half of it this time (there were three original novels, the director only took one and a

half), and felt very sorry.
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　　Although Zhao Liying explained why she couldn't take the show, it seems that Zhao Liying has been

unable to withdraw from the sequel in the short term. According to the network, Zhao Liying is preparing

for the filming of "Ming Lan Chuan" and "Knowledge".

　　According to some news, Zhao Liying is still preparing to contact the big screen for 18 years. The

itinerary is indeed in a hurry.

　　Zhao Liying's studio sent a microblog, saying, "Your serious face made you today, you have no Chu

Joe." Suspected to be because the second part of the director group started to change Zhao Liying.

　　However, the microblog was deleted immediately. It seems that there are ninety-nine things in the

chase of Chucho 2. From the voice of the Internet, Angelababy has the loudest voice, and everyone

knows that the strength of the baby is very strong. It is not a problem to win this role.

　　 Chu Qiao has a second one, when will it start shooting?

　　The actor Lin update is currently unable to confirm whether to take the second part because of the

problem of the schedule. It only means that he will try his best.

　　Just like the original "Flower Thousand Bone" fire, the producer took the second part, but the result

was rushed. The most exciting part, the producers are already starting to shoot, but the starring people

have changed their blood collectively. Zhao Liying is absolutely taking the second part. After all, she has
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the "You and My Allure" and "Ming Lan Chuan" and other plays. However, the netizen has revealed that

the female lord has changed to a baby. It seems that this second part is definitely going to be ruined.

Baby's acting is really not flattering, obviously can be a variety goddess, but he has to go to film; now in

the variety show is being stunned, acting is even more unbearable, it is really awkward.

　　Although "Chu Qiao Chuan" is hot, but the main thing is that the starring people give strength, Zhao

Liying needless to say, Lin update is a change of the image, become a cold male god, and finally let the

audience GET to his handsome point. Dou Yu is a big outburst of acting, earning enough tears from the

audience, especially these episodes, I am looking forward to him after the blackening. If "Chu Qiao Chuan

2" is really on the air, and it is really a baby to play Chu Qiao, it may not really be seen, because the

audience always believes that "Zhao Liying will have no Chu Joe."
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